Discovering data risk, protecting reputations

Are you exposed to the risk of litigation action and scandal
due to inappropriate / illegal images stored on your
networks infrastructure?
Scandals caused by inappropriate / illegal
images stored on your network and the possible
ensuing litigation actions can have a devastating
impact on reputations.
However, the challenge of measuring risk and
compliance with XXXX on a data surface that
double approximately every 2 years would seem
almost impossible.
Image auditor is a network based scanning
software solution, which discovers, remediates
and reports on inappropriate and potentially
illegal images at rest, centrally from one pane of
glass. The solution is agentless and requires no
additional hardware or software.

Non intrusive scanning means scan take plane
unbeknown to end users.
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Discovered data can be reviewed,
permanently deleted or encrypted
and placed in quarantine centrally
from one pane of glass.
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Discovering data risk, protecting reputations

The solution empowers county councils and government bodies to efficiently and
centrally mitigate exposure to litigation action / scandal, measure risk and policy
effectiveness and protect their reputation.
Image Auditor helps determine the location and ownership of inappropriate and potentially illegal
images enterprise wide across network resources such as PC’s, laptops, file servers, emails etc.
Audited images are centrally presented in a ranked manner and are managed through the case
management interface for reporting and or removal. A full audit trail is created.

How

Achieve your goal
Demonstrate status of inappropriate
image usage enterprise wide and if it
came from within or outside of your
network.
Measure use / corporate responsibility
policy effectiveness and uptake.
Satisfy HR processes and policies.
Reduce risk and damage to public
opinion.
Conduct regulars scans and reports.
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Combines the latest image scanning
technologies and best practice case
management tools.
Rapid file interrogation and analysis,
proven market leader throughput.
Multi-threaded, scalable solution ensuring
maximum performance across all sized
organisations.
Scan over 150 file types including video.
Comprehensive case file management for
review and reporting of discovered
content.
Centrally action on data; permanently
delete, quarantine and encrypt.
Full audit trail.

